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Baritone Sax
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1st Trumpet
Med. Brite 1/4=200 Features All The Players

Comp. Walt Stuart
Arr. Walt Stuart
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2nd Trumpet
Med. Brite 1/4=200 Features All The Players Comp. Walt Stuart
Arr. Walt Stuart
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2nd Trumpet

(Guitar 1x Piano 2x)
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4th Trumpet
Med. Brite 1/4=200
Features All The Players
Comp. Walt Stuart
Arr. Walt Stuart
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1st Trombone
Med. Brite 1/4=200 Features All The Players Comp. Walt Stuart
Arr. Walt Stuart

PLAY X:
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2d Trombone
Med. Brite 1/4=200
Features All The Players
Comp. Walt Stuart
Arr. Walt Stuart
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3rd Trombone
Med. Brite 1/4=200  Features All The Players  Comp. Walt Stuart
Arr. Walt Stuart
Meet The Band

Boss
Med. Brite 1/4=200

Features All The Players

Comp. Walt Stuart
Arr. Walt Stuart
Meet The Band

Drums
Mad. Brite 1/4=200
Features All The Players

Comp. Volt Stuart
Arr. Volt Stuart
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